
10.8.2020

Misc (B) *)/2020
Present:- Sri C.B, Gogoi,

Sessions Judge, Udalguri.

ORDER

Seen petition No.60g r2o2o fired by one Smti. purnima

Nath seeking bair for accused Bishar Nath in connection with
Orang PS case No.50/2020 U/S 376 IpC.

Heard the rearned counsers appearing for both sides. Arso
gone through the contents of the case diary.

The ailegation in the FIR is that the accused is a known
person to informant and in connection with old introduction on
3'6.2020 accused came to the house of informant and stayed in
her house and had physicar reration with her. But on 4.6.2020
when uncle of informant came to know about the fact, the
accused was asked to reave her house but the villagers demanded
that accused should marry her. Hence the case.

on perusar of the case diary incruding the statement of the
alleged victim girr recorded by Magistrate uls L64 cr.p.c., it
appears that the alleged victim is a major girl of 1g years and she
clearly stated in her statement that due to her old friendship she
called the accused to her house who eventuaily stayed in her
house for the night but no such physicar reration took prace

though they slept in the same room. However, coming to know
about this fact, her uncle advised the accused to leave her house
on the next day but due to demand of the viilagers accused was
called back, informed his mother who arso refused to marry the
girl or pay money as demanded by the villagers, Hence the case.

Having considered ail the facts, it transpires that the girr

had the knowledge and consent in cailing the accused to her
house and allowing him to stay in her house. Even if, it is

assumed that there is any physical intimacy with the accused then
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also it is seen that the alleged victim voluntarily indutged such act

with accused being a maior girl'

Therefore' considering all the facts and circumstances'

accused Bishal nttn i' enlarged on bail of Rs'15'000/- (Rupees

fifteen thousand) with one local surety of like amount to the

satisfaction of the f"u'n"O Eleka Magistrate' in default in jail'

Return the case diary in closed cover'

This Misc case stands disPosed of'
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(C'B'Gogoi)
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